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1 . DRAFT RETORT OF THE THIRD SESSION (PART 3)(EB3/65.Add.2) 

Dr. DOILING, rapporteur, introduced the document which was 

considered item by item and adopted with a number of drafting • 

amendments..' . 

.‘The"CHAIRMAN read the text of a decision on habit-foiraing drugs 

for inclusion in the report of the.third session. The tevt was 

adopted without discussion. .‘ 

2 PROGRAMME AND BUDGET FOR 1950 (DOCUMENT ЕВЗ/37 and ЕВ3/37 Add.1, 
2, 3, 4，5 and 6) AND-.REPORT OF THE l/tORKING PARTY ON THE 
PROGRAMME ÁND BUDGET FOR 1950 (EB3/68): ITEM 5 OF THE AGENDA 

‘A discussion on whether, and by what procedure, the proposed 

programme and budget could be considered together, was initiated by 

Dr. HIDEj who suggested that the Board should adjourn and reconvene 

as the Standing Committee on Administration arid Finance, 

The proposal, supported by several members, was adopted by nine 

votes to none. 

The Board adjourned at 3.25 p.m. and reconvened forthwith 
:

ás the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 
• * . 

The CHAIRMAN assured Mr. Lindsay (alternate to Dr. Mackenzie.) 

that the amount of the total budget and the resolution submitted by 

Dr. Mackenzie on t]ie method of recommending it to the Health Assembly 

would be discussed at a later meeting. 

. i 

Venereal Diseases 

The item was adopted without discussion. 

Tuberculosis 

The item was adopted without discussion. 
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• . ‘ • * 
. < j . •- . • • . 

T'rainlng!： of nurses and other auxiliary . health personnel 

• • . . 

D r

« noted that provision was made for the training of 

ñ u r s e s

 and.other auxiliary health personnel under three separate 

items.，in the section under discussion, under maternal and child 

health and also under education and training, . Relatively too much 

emphasis, .both in the p r o g r _ e and'i'n the estimates, was laid on the 

•training of nurses. Greater prominence should be given to training 

'
o t H e r

 auxiliary health personnel and a special reference should bo made 

‘
t o the

‘ sanitary inspector and sanitary engineer, 

D r

«
 E V A N G s a

i d that the e^lanation given at the end of the 

"first paragr^h on page 167 had allayed his own fears on the same point. 

He hoped that sanitary engineers would be included in tie list in the 
4 r 

final sentence of that paragraph• 

- . • 

Mr. SIEGEL, Director, Administration and Finance, explained that 

altUough the training o-f nurses was discussed in connexion with maternal 

and child health and with education and training, the budget estimates 

for those sections included no provision for'the training of nurses 

which was. covered completely by the section under discussion. On the 

other hand, the section on environmental sanitation Included an estimate 

of 30,000 dollars for the training of auxiliary personnel (including 

sanitary inspectors) working with demonstration teams. 

Professor PARISOT recalled his earlier statement ón the importance 

of improving the training of auxiliary personnel in countries receiving 

d i r e c t

 assistance from. TOO. In the interest of clarity he suggested 

that the various sëctions dealing with education and. training
 0
f all 
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• • * ‘― 

• . • ‘ • ^ 

types of health personnel should be grouped xmder one section/ to 
• . “ - • 

include fellowships, the post—graduate courses for medical officers . 
, • * 

.and specialists, and the training of auxiliary personnel including 
. . . . . •• ‘ • ‘ 

sanitary .angineers. Such an arrangement would emphasize the. importance 
• ‘ • ‘ ‘ • '. • • • • 

which the Orgánization attached to an activity which.was essential to 
. • : . • < ‘ ‘ . • 

the improvement of health conditions in many countries. 
• . • , • 

* • . - . • • 

‘'Dr. HYDE said .that the' estimates on page 168 ,of document EB3/37 

raised several important questions of principle. It was impossible for 

the Organization to cover the wide field suggested by the items for the -

"establishment of model schools for t^ai ning" and "grants 'to existing 
• • * • ‘‘ 

schools for training". The Interim Commission had approved grants, for 

specific projects such as special work undertaken by the World Influenza 

Centre. That principle should be continued and any funds available for-

grants should be allotted to a definite object, after consideration of its 
. . ' • • • 

• • • • . 

specific merits. Кь proposed the deletion of the item "grants to • 

existing schools for training" in thé absence of any such precise 

info m a t ion. -The words "for WÏI0 schools" should be added to the it an 

"teaching eqiipment and supplies" since it was patently ijnpossible for 

WHO to undertake to equip training institutions generally. The item 

"contributions towards participants" should be deleted as belonging to 
«！ 

the section on fellowships. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the items mentioned by Dr. Hyde should • » “ 

be considered separately. 

Dr. WILLIAMS (Secretariat), in answer to a request by Dx% 

Wickremesinghe for more information on the proposal to establish model 

schor.ls) said the idea had originated in the Expert Committee on Maternal 

and Child Health, which had recommended the gradual development of model 

schools in each region for .the training of all grades' of health 

personnel including post-graduates.. .. 
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Dr. WICKREMESINGHE thought the Organization would be better
 ч 

advised to help countries to improve their existing training schools. • , 

In Ceylon, a tutor had recently arrived from the United States to. help 

improve the training. . It would be more valuable for the Organization 

to co-operate in this way vàth existing schools, (if necessary, granting 

a

 small subsidy towards the salary of the visiting tutor), than by 

• . . . 

devoting large sums for the. building, staffing and running of new 

model schools. ^ 

Dr. STAMPAR agreed m.-th the emphasis placed on education by 

Professor Parxsot. His- experience of international schools after the . 

First World War made him doubt whether their courses would, correspond 

to. the needs of the different countries. It would be better to co-operate 

with the national schools. He proposed that a certain- sum should be ' 

set aside for éducation and training as a specific part of the programme : 

of WHO, with three sub—divisions义 medical education, training of 

auxiliary personnel and fellovrahip^. 

He further proposed that ¥Ю should assemble information on 

existing educational facilities. . 

. , . • ‘ • 
M r

- SIEGEL saw nothing against the combined section on education 

J
u s t

 Proposed, provided the allocations for the three component parts ..
 4 

were clearly defined. There was a clear need to subsidise educational 

institutions which were expanding their curricula to inclnrie c-^rses of 

interest to ТОЮ, c.
2
.

s
 to enable such institutions to make their 

facilities cvailablo to 'иЮ fellows. 

Dr. van den ВгЛО, Biiilc in favour' of i^provin；： the tr^inin^ of 

nurses and other auxilirrj personnel, thought it — for the : 

Organization to the bureunion thr.t it was distributing money' and 

milht develop into，rcliof a;;cncy. Thsro v/as a dan-cr that the budget . 

supscribedfor international hcnlth'vork -i^ht be devoted to activities . 

which w ero a national responsibility. 
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Dr, BONNE, Director., Division of. Planning, explained, with regard 

- • 

to the item on model schools, that governments in regions without 

training schools might combine to establish such я school with the 

help of the Organization. Further, the grants to existing schools 

were intended for institutions
:

which might be. used by .á whole region.. 

‘and； ̂  we re not to be a - subsidy for axif- strictly national enteïprise-,； It 

might be- necessary 'to provide personnel so that a 'national school could 

àxpand to aa#epi students from other countyl^®. i® fehje area, , 
� � ' . ‘ 

*• t , • ' * 
The CHAIRMAN proposed the‘adoption of the suggestion put forward by 

Rrofessor Parisot and Dr. 'Stampar to the extent of combining the 
* "‘‘ . 

800,000 dollars in the item under discussion with the one and a half 

million dollars proposed for fellowships under the heading "Training: 

medical and auxiliary personnel" without giving details of the 

various items within the section, which could be decided by the Health 
í ： : • ： • , •. . . 

Assembly. 

Dr. HÏDE accepted the proposal to. combine the sections on education 
• ' • . • . . •

 1

 • “ 

provided some indication were given of the detailed estimates. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR, recalling the function of WHO under the 

Constitution to "promote improved standards.of teaching алй training", 

said the activities proposed on page 168 were useful'and would be more 

easily justifiable if the wording of the various items was to read "to 
‘ ' • ‘ V *： - - -> . - -. ‘ ‘

 1 

assist in the establishment.of model schools for training", and "grants 

to improve training to existing.sc.hools'J,. and also, "to improve field 

training ‘ facilities"：. 

He agreed to the> combination of all educational items under one 

heading. The improvement‘ of national .training centres, was.preferable 

to fellowships since they affected a larger number of people, A large 
. . . . ' - V • • . _ 

proportion of the money
:

available for .education and training must be 
、:,；... . . . 

earmarked for auxiliary personnel, • . Hitherto the emphasis had been on. 

the medical rather than on the preventive aspect of health training and 
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Dr, de .PÀULA- SOUZA supported Professor Parisot‘s suggestion for 

a lump sum for training and. education. ВДО should not attempt to 

establish new schools but should help existing, centres. A survey 
• • . ' 
of the existing educational establishments in the world was an 

essential preparatory undertaking. A largo proportion of the total 

sim set aside for training and education should Ъй used for the 

development of the fellowships programme by which standards could 

be improved in areas where there were no schools 

It was agreed that all credits coyering education should be 

placed under a general heading entitled "Training: medical and 

auxiliary personnel", r.nd that a docu.mt viould be circulated by 

the Secretariat based on t^e' present discussion* 

Maternal and Child Health 

In reply to a query by Dr. Evang, Dr. WILLIAMS said that the 

Expert Committee on Maternal and Child Health had considered it 

essential for information to be made available on all aspects of the 

problem, covering the variety of techniques and approaches to the 

subject. The expert committee had stressed the importance of 

information being made available to countries on Request, and had 

recommended the establishment of,a special unit for the purpose, 

» * 

Replying to Dr. Hafezi, the GHAIRbkN said that the question of 

smallpox would be discussed later in the sassion in connexion with 

immunization against certain diseases, ' 

The i.tem was accepted, ‘ 

Education and Training 

D r

' GRZEGORZEWSKI (Secretariat) explained that the proposals . 

were destined to form the initial part of a more oxtensive programme. 

T h e c r e d i t o f

 ^3,000 in the regular budget was intended to develop 

a basic progrsmme of activities in collaboration with various 
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inte m a t i onal and national agencies. 

The object of the credit in the supplemental budget was to provide 

for further development‘of the programme outlined in document EB3/64
# 

A certain part of the budgetary allocations was designated for health 

education of the general public in certain countries which could not 

themselves provide for the more expensive methods of education, such as 

films and other technical and visual means for the propagation of methods 

of public health‘ 

Dr. HYDE, supported by Dr, EVANG, suggested that part of the credit 

allotted should be combined with other credits covering the general 

question of training, a certain proportion of the funds being allotted 

for the education of the public. 

Dr. GEAR， supported by Dr. van den BERG
3
 Dr. HAFEZI， and the 

GHAJRMAJ^ referred to the part which fellowships might play in 

popular education in public-health methods， and suggested that the 

word "teaching" in paragraph 7 on page 203 of 3B3/37 should be 

changed to "public"• 

It was agreed that paragraph. 7 on page 243 should be deleted, 

and the item Education and Training included in a general item in 

the budget, entitled: "Training: medical and auxiliary personnel". 

Cholera 

Dr. HYDE, supported by the CHAIRMAN suggested that the estimates 

for cholera, typhus, plague and schistosomiasis should be combined 

with the item covering environmental sanitation. 

Dr. de PAULA. SOUZA also agreed, .but felt that the diseases 

should be listed under respective sub-headings to show that they were 

being dealt with und^r the various sanitary conventions. Otherwise 

an unfavourable psychological effect might be produced at the Health 

Assembly. 
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Ifr, SIEGEL, replying to a query by Dr, Dowling, explained that 

the credit for cholera had been reduced to |Ti77.215 in accordance with 

the racoiranendation of the wor-king party that credits for supplier to 

^overnbxnts should be deleted u'or.i tho ргопгаше. 

Dr, WICKIîSîffiSIHGHE was opposed to the inclusion of chclera 

under the heading of environmental sanitation. . Es stressed that the 

problem was one. of eraargency... relatj.ng to an endemic disease, 

cholera should remain as a specific item in the programme, 

D r

« MCKENZIE supported the views expressed by Dr.： Wickremesinghe „ 

The wording in tho report about the sending of 'experts to India in 

connexion wi'ch the eradication and control of cholera was imfortunax-e, 
. . . • 

.and should be amended. He was not opposed to the allotment of 

credits but it should be re^斷…:。d that the difficulty was to apply . 

existing, knowledge for the control..of cholera. He had doubts about 
t h e v a l u e o f se

.nding international -оешпз to demonstrate modern, methods 
• . ‘‘ 

of control, of Which the . Indian authorities were well aware„ 

The CHAIRMAN., speaking a<5 э member Vjf the study-group on 

¿holers stressed the need'for the study
 0
f sndemic facto^-s before 

eradication of the disease could be attempted. After the causes, 

of. the endemic situation had been studied, it would-Ъе possible to 

consider environmental sanitati-h
 a s o n G

 ,.
f 

• . . . , 

Dr, a ^ Z I , citing Article 2(g) of the Constitution, wdd. that 

the diseases in question should be covered шйэг separate ite
E S
 of 

•the budget
 0
 :•’•• . . • .. 

» , 

D r

'
 Н Ш

 s t a i n e d his suggestion that the problem of cholera 

should be listed ^ d e r environmental sadtatxon, which was the 

appropriate approach for attacking the disease. 
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Professor DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE said that the credits allotted 

were utterly inadequate,for the eradication of cholera. It was 
• . * « • , 

essential,, first, to study the factors of the disease,' and secondly, 

to begin the campaign for Its eradication, for тчп1сЬ considerably-

larger funds would be required. 

% m m m A Ш. YUNG Were opposed to Urn grouping of 'certain 

diseases'vüider one heading to the exclusion of others. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR shared the view that cholera should Ъе given 

a

 special place in the activities" of TOO, although he wished to 

express no views'as to'whether'it should be placed under «nvironmental 

sanitation or not, India would very much appreciate‘any assistance 

vihich could be given for.the continuation of research in order to 
• _ » 

eradicate the disease. 

•• , . 
Three • separate votes were taken: (1) -whether cholera should 

• , ' . •+ • ‘ ‘ ‘ . 

form a separate item of the budget; (2) vàiçther' it should be listed 

.under environmental sanitation; (3) whether plague, typhus and 

schistosomiasis, т/vith the exception of cholera, should be placed 

under environmental sanitation. 

It was agreed that the different items and-credits in question 

should remain as already established in thé budget.. 

The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m. 
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1 . DRAFT REPORT OF THE THIRD SESSION (PART 3)(EB3/65.Add.2) 

Dr. DOWLING,. rappoliieur, introduced the document which was 
..•••••' .... , 

....i ‘ * 

considered item by item and adopted with a number of drafting 

amendments. 

The ...CHAIRMAN read the text of a decision on habit-forming drugs 

for inclusion.in the report of the third session. The text was 

adopted without discussion. 

2 PROGRAMME AND BUDGET FOR 1950 (DOCUMENT ЕВЗ/37 and ЕВЗ/37 Add.l, 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) AND REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON THE 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET FOR 1950 (ЕВЗ/68): ITEM 5 OF THE AGENDA 

A discussion on whether, and by what procedure, the proposed 

programme and budget could be considered together, was initiated by 

Dr. HYDE, who suggested that the Board should adjourn and reconvene 
. • ' ' » • ‘ ‘ 

as the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance. 

The proposal, supported l?y. several members, was adopted by nine 

votes to none. 

Thé Board adjourned at 3.25 p.m. and reconvened forthwith 
as the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance 

The СИАШШ assured Mr. Lindsay (alternate to Dr. Mackenzie) 

that the amount of the total budget and the resolution submitted by 

Dr. Mackenzie on the method of recommending it to the Health Assembly 

would be discuaeed at a later meeting* 

Venereal Diseases 

The item was adopted without discussion* 

Tuberculosis '
v 

The item was adopted without discussion. 
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Training of nurses and other auxiliary health personnel 

Dr, GEAR noted that provision was made for, the： training of 

nurses and other auxiliary-health personnel under three separate 

•二items, iri the section under discussion, •undëi- máiernal and child 
. • • ‘' . . . . 

health ancl ；also undër education and training. 'Relatively too much 

emphasis,
;
 both- in the programme and in the estimates, was laid on the 

'• ；л . ••• . - • 
training of nurses. Greater prominence should be,.given to training 

：‘ ：.-•： . 

other auxiliary health personnel and a special referpnce should be made 
..;..•'’ •卜.

：

.....
：

 ‘ v. .、,:、•
: 

to the sáriítary inspector алс! sanitary engineer. ,,. 
,••••： .../-•..... ‘ J ‘ 

D3% EVANG said that the explanation given
!

 at the end of the 

first paragrap.tí\pn page 16? had allayed -his own fears on the same point. 

He hoped；that sani'taiy engineers would be included in ttoe list in the 

final sentence.;0f that paragraph» 

• .
 ;

 • ' ' • •.. . .、： ：.. " • 

'"Mr. SÏEGEL, Directpr, Administration and Finança, explained that 

although the training of nurses was discussed in connexion with maternal 

and child Health and with education and training, the budget estimates 

íor tjhosé sections included no provision for the training of nurses 

which was covered completely by the section under discussion. On the 
、 ‘'' . . . ； • •• 二 . ’ • ’ •-... 

.... • : • . “ • . ‘； . • ... .... . :..: ：•-.•": 、 
other hand, the se<^4Qft

:
 on

:
 qiiti:r¿n^rital sañitation included ai estimate 

. . ‘ ¿ * • ‘ ‘'‘ .„».»•• _•+...• . . . . . . . 

of 30,ООО：.dol-lará for the training of ajixiliaiy personnel (including 

sanitary inspectors)' wDrking with demonstration teams, 

Professor PARISOT recalled his earlier statement
 4
<?n .the importance 

of improving the training of auxiliary personnel in countries receiving 

direct assistance from TWO. In the interest of claritjr Ke suggested 

that the various sections dealing with education and training óf all 
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types of health personnel should be grouped under one section, to 

include fellowships, the post-graduate courses for medical officers 

and. specialists, and the training of auxiliary personnel including 

sanitaiy engineers. Such an arrangement would emphasize the importance 

which the Organization attached to an activity which was essential to 

the improvement of health conditions in many countries< 

Dr. НШЕ said that the estimates on page 168 of document ЕВ3/37 

raised several important questions of principle. It was impossible for 

the Organization to cover the wide field suggested by the items for the 

"establishment of model schools for training" and "grants to existing 

schools for training". The Interim Commission had approved grants for 

specific projects such as special work undertaken by the World Influenza 

Centre. That principle should be continued and any funds available for 

grants should be allotted to a definite object, after consideration of its 

specific merits. He proposed the deletion of the item "grants to 

existing schools for training" in the absence of any such precise 

information. The words "for WHO schools" should be added to the itan 

"teaching ecpipment and supplies" since it was patently impossible for 

WHO to undertake to equip training institutions generally。 The item 

"contributions towards participants" should be deleted as belonging to 

the section on fellowships. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the items mentioned by Dr, îfyde should 

be considered separately. 

Dr. WILLIAMS (Secretariat), in answer to a request by Dr. 

Wickremesinghe for more information on the proposal to establish model 

schools, said the idea had originated in the Expert Committee on Maternal 

and Child Health, vvhich bad recommended the gradual development of model 

schools in each region for the training of all grades of health 

personnel including post-graduates. 
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， 

WICKREMESINGHE thought the Organization vrould be better 

advised to help countries to improve their existing training schools。 
• i . • 

I n

 Ceylon, a tutor had recently arrived from, the United States to help 

improve the training. It would be. more valuable for the Organization 

to co-operate in this way with existing schools, (if necess-ary, granting 

a small subsidy towards the salary of the visiting tutor), than by 

devoting large sums for the building, staffing and running of new 

model schools, 

.Dr. STAMPAR agreed m t h the' emphasis placed on education by-

Professor Parisot. His experience of international schools after the 

First World War made him doubt whether their courses would correspond 

tc the needs of the different countries. It would be better to co-operate 

with the national schools. He proposed that a certain sum should be 

set aside for education and training as a specific part of the programe 
. * • ‘ “‘ 

of WHO, with three sub-divisions; medical education, training of 

auxiliary personnel and fellowships。 

He further proposed that WHD should assemble information on 

existing educational facilities, 

Mr. SIEGEL saw nothing against the combined section on education 

just proposed, provided the allegations for the three component parts 

were clearly defined. There was a clear need to subsidise educational 

institutions which were expanding their curricula to include courses of 

interest to 1H0
9 

Бг
а
 van den BERG, while' in favour of improving the training of 

nurses and other auxiliary personnel, thought it unwise for the 

Organization to give the 'impression that i七 was distributing money and 

might develop into a relief agency. There vras a danger that the budget 

subscribed for international health work might be devoted to activities 

which were a national responsibility. . 
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Dr< BONNE
5
 Director, Division of Planning^ explained, with regard 

to the item on model schools, that governments in regions without 

training schools might combine to establish such a school with the 

help of the Organization, Further, the grants to existing schools 

were intended for institutions which might be used by a whole region 

and were not to be a subsidy for any strictly national enterprise, It 

might be necessary to provide personnel so that a national school could 

expand to accept students from other countries in the area» 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the adoption of the suggestion put forward by-

Professor Parisot and Dr. Stampar to the extent of .combining the 

800,000 dollars in the item under discussion with the cné and a half 

million dollars proposed for fellowships under the heading "Training: 

medical and other auxiliary personnel" without giving details of the 

various items within the section, which could be decided by the Health 

Assembly. 

Dr, HYDE accepted the proposal to combine the sections on education 

provided some indication were given of the detailed estimates. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR, recalling the runction of WHO under the 

Constitution to "promote improved standards of teaching and training", 

said the activities proposed on pa?ge 168 were useful and would be more 

easily justifiable if the wording of the various items was to read "to 

assist in the establishment of model schools for training", and "grants 

to improve training to existing schools^, and also, "to improve field 

training facilities
 !r

„ 

He agreed to the combination of all educational items under one 

heading. The improvement of national training centres was preferable 

to fellowships since they affected a larger number of people^ A large 

proportion of the money available for education and training must be 

earmarked for auxiliary personnels Hitherto the emphasis had been ou 

the medical rather than on the preventive aspect of health training and 

work. 
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Dr. de PAULA SOUZA supported Professor Parisot's suggestion for 

a lump sum for training and education. WHO should not atteint to 

establish new schools but should help existing centres. A survey 

of the existing educational establishments in the world was an 

essential preparatory undertaking. A large proportion of the total 

sum set aside for training and education should be used for the 

development of the fsllowships programme by which standards could 

be improved in areas where there were no schools, 

It was agreed that all credits covering education should be 

placed under a general heading entitled "Training: medical and 

other auxiliary personnel", and that & document would be circulated by 

the Secretariat based on the present discussion« 

Maternal and Child Health 

In reply to a query by Dr
a
 Evang, Dr。 WILLIAMS said that the 

Expert Committee on Maternal and Child Health had considered it 

essential for information to be made available on all aspects of the 

problem, covering the variety of techniques and approaches to the 

subject. The expert committee had stressed the importance of 

infoi-matioxi being made available to countries on request, and had 

recommended the establishment of a special unit for the purpose, 

Replying to Dr. Hafezi, the CHAIRMAN said that the question of 

smallpox would be discussed later in the session in connexion with 

immunization against certain diseases. 

The item was accepted. 

Education and Training 

Dr, GRZEGORZEWSKI (Secretariat) explained that the proposals 

were destined to form the initial part of a more extensive programme, 

The credit of $33,000 in the regular budget was intended to develop 

•
a

 basic programme of activities in collaboration with various 
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intsrnational ami national agencies. 

The object of the credit in the supplemental budget was to 

provide for development of public-health education of the general 

public in certain countries which could not themselves provide for 

the more expensive methods of education, such as films and other 

technical and visual means for the propagation of methods of public 

health• 

Dr. HYDE^ supported by Dr. EVANG, suggested that part of tee 

credit allotted should be combined with other credits covering the 

general question of training, a certain proportion of the funds being 

allotted for the education of the public, 

Dr. GEAR, supported by Dr. van den BERG, Dr. HAFEZI, and the 

CHAIRMAN, referred to the part which fellowships might play in 

popular education in public-health methods, and suggested that the 

word "teaching" in paragraph 7 on page 203 of EB3/37 should be 

changed to "public"„ 

It was agreed that paragraph 7 on page 243 .should be deleted, 

and the item Education and Training included in a general item in 

the budget, entitled: "Training: medical and other auxiliary personnel". 

Cholera 

Dr, HYDE, supported by the CHAIRMAN, suggested that the estimates 

for cholera, typhus, plague and schistosomiasis should be combined 

with the item covering environmental sanitation. 

Dr. de PAÜLA SOUZA also agreed, but felt that the diseases 

should be listed under respective sub-headings to show that they were 

being dealt with under, the various sanitary conventions. Otherwise 

an unfavourable psychological effect might be produced at the Health 

Assembly. 
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Mr, SIEGEL, replying to a query by Dr。Dowling, explained that 

the credit for cholera had been reduced to Й.77,215 in accordance with 

the roconimendation of the working party that credits for supplies and 

equipment should be deleted from the programme„ 

Dr, WICKREMESINGHS was opposed to the inclusion.of cholera 

under tho heading of environmental sanitation. He stressed that the 

problem was one of emergency, relating to an endemic disease, 

cholera should remain as a specific item in the programme, 

Dr。 MACKENZIE supported the views_expressed by Dr. Wickremesinghe. 

T h e w o

rding in the report about .the sending of experts to Indie in 

connexion with the eradication and control of cholera was unfortunate, 

and should "be amended» He was not opposed to the allotment of 

credits but it should be remembered that the difficulty was to apply 

existing knowledge for the control of cholera. He had doubts about 

the value of sending international teams to demonstrate modem methods 

of control, of which the Indian authorities were well aware
0 

The CHAIRMAN) speaking as a member of the study group on 

Cholera, stressed the need for the study of endemic factors before 

eradication of the disease could be attempted. After the causes 

of the endemic situation had been studied, it..would be possible to 

consider environmental, sanitation as one means of control„ 

Dr。 HAFZZI, citing Article 2(g) of ths Constitution, said that 

the diseases in question should be covered under, separate items of 

the budget。 

D r

' HYDE maintained his suggestion that the problem of cholera 

should be listed under environmental sanitation, which was the 

appropriate approach for attacking the disease 
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Professor DUJARRIG de la RIVIERE said that the credits allotted 

were utterly inadequate for the eradication of cholera, ГЬ was 

essential^ first， to study the factors of the disease, and secondly, 

to begin the campaign for its eradication，for "vriiich considerably 

larger funds would be required» 

Dr. EVANG and Dr. YUNG were opposed to the grouping of certain 

diseases under one heading to the exclusion of others. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR shared the view that cholera should be given 

a special place in the activities of IHO^ although he wished to 

express no views as to whether it should be placed under environmental 

sanitation or not
£
 India would very much appreciate any assistance 

v M c h could be given for the continuation of research in order to 

eradicate the disease。 

Three separate votes were taken: (1) "whether cholera should 

form a separate item of the budget； ⑵ #iether it should be listed 

under environmental sanitation; (3) vAiether plague, typhus and 

schistosomiasis, with the exception of cholera, should be placed 

under environmental sanitation。 

It was agreed that the different items and credits in question 

should remain as already established in the budget. 

The meeting rose at 6.20 p.m. 
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